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ABSTRACT 

資料

Protonics deals with the science and technology of protons in motion. A proton conducting 

ceramic is one of the promising advanced materials for energy saving and environmental 

conservationinthe釦加re.1n this paper， the伊ssibi1itiesof proto凶csas a technology are surveyed 

and high temperature proton conducting oxide ceramics for them are reviewed with respect to 

materials， their electrochemical properties and their applications citing mainly the experimental 

results in the author's laboratory. 

I.INTRODUCTION 

τhe term "Protonics" means the science and technology of protons in motion. It is analogous to 

the term "electronics" which covers all science and technology concerning the movement of 

el回 trons."αramic protonics" deals with proton movement in good proton-conducting ceramics 

and their applications.百世skind ρf ceramic will be indispensable to energy saving and the 

simplification of technological process for the coming century， since it can be applied to many 

de吋αsfor energy conver討on，production and separation of hydrogen， synthesis of chemicals and 
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sensing of hydrogen-containing compounds. For these purposes， ceramics usable at elcvated 

temperature are desirable since the electrochemical reactions occurring on the ceramics are fast 

and efficient. 

It is about fifteen years since high temperature proton conducting ceramics based on strontillm 

cerates with relatively high conductivity were reported (Iwahara， Esaka， Uchida and Maeda 1981). 

A typical exam件。fsuch a ceramic is SrCe附YbO.OS03_<<'Since then， a number of stlldies on 

proton conduction in various旬開te幅 orzirconate-based perovskite-type oxide ceramics have been 

carried out by many researchers (Iwahara et a1. 1988， Sherban and Nowick 1989， Bonanos， Ellis 

and Mahmood 1991， 1995， Yajima， Kazeoka， Yogo and Iwahara 1991， Y吋imaet al 1992， Slade 

and Singh 1993， Kreuer， Schonherr and Maier 1994， Kreuer 1996)・

百leseceramiωare unique in that they have nO.protons as a host component but incorporate these 

via reactions with the atmosphere. ln the present paper， after the possibilities of the protonics as 

a technology are surveyed， proton conducting perovskite-type oxides as an advanced ceramic for 

protonics are briefly slImmarized and their defect chemistry， electrochemical properties and 

experimental trial for several applications performed in our laboratory， are described. 

2. PROTONICS AS A TECI到 OLOGY

One can uti1ize the motion of protons in solids for many technological applications. Their working 

principles are based on the uti1ization of electromotive force or of electrochemical hydrogen 

transport in the solids. In these applications， the electrochemical cel1 using a proton conducting 

solid as an electrolyte diaphragm 

Electrode(l) / Proton conducting solid /日ectrode但) (1) 

is used， where， in many cases， porous electronic conductors are attached to the electrolyte 

diaphragm as electrodes. 

In this celI， fast reactions at both elec"trodes as well as high conductivity of the electrolyte are 
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essential for good performance. In general， elevated temperatures are desirable for fast reaction 

and high condllctivity， and， therefore， high temperature type proton condllcting ceramics will play 

an important role in the protonics technology. 

2.1 SensorsIn the above cell， the difference in the activity (or concentration) of hydrogen 

between two sides of proton condllcting diaphragm gives rise to an electromotive force (emf).百1is

is a kind of hydrogen concentration cell， the principle of which is i1lustrated in Fig.1.百1e

theoretical emf E is given by 

E= 芽 ln{号3}， (2) 

where P H2(1) and P H2(2) are partial pressures of hydrogen at the anode and the cathode， 

respectively， and R， F， T have their usual meanings. We can use this emf as a signal of hydrogen 

activity， and， thus， the proton conductor can be applied to hydrogen sensor. This type of sensor 

can be used not only for detecting hydrogen gas but also for water vapor and hydrocarbon gases 

at elevated temμratures where thermodynamic equilibrium is established with respect to hydrogen 

activity (Iwahara 1994). 

1/2~→ H+ + e- W + e-....1/2H2 

Fig.1 Principle of a hydrogen concentration .cell 

2.2 Fuel cellsL If the conductivity of the proton conductor in this electrochemical cell is 

sufficiently high and if the electrode reaction proceeds smoothly， one can get an appreciable 

electric power from the cell. As shown in Fig.2 schematically， a hydrogen-oxygen fuel cel1 can 

be∞m加 C胞dusing a proton conducting solid as an electrolyte.百leuse of a protonic conductor 

as a solid electrolyte for fuel cells has distinctive features compared to that of an oxygen ion 

conductor like a stabilized zirconia. When a proto凶cconductor is used instead of an oxide ion 

conductor， fuel circu1ation is unnecessary in the case of a hydrogen fuel cell because no water 

molec叫回a詑 genera民dat出efuel electrode. Furthermore， in the case of the hydrocarbon fuel cell， 
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on1y thermally produαd hydrogen is consumed as a fucl and residual parts can be brought out as 

useful reformed produc包.For example， one can get ethylene from ethane while generating electric 

power， as il1ustrated in Fig.3. 
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Fig.2 Principles of hydrogen fuel cells 

Fig.3 Ethy¥ene production with 

fuel ce¥l power generation 

2.3 Hydrogen pum凶 orsepara tors~ When direct current is pas~ed through the electrochemical cell 

described alx>ve on supplying hydrogen to the anode， electrochemical transport of hydrogen in the 

electrolyte takes place and， as shown schematical1y in Fig.4， hydrogen evolves at the cathode of 

this cell consuming hydrogen at the anode. This is a kind of hydrogen pump. Based on this 

principle， hydrogen can be extracted not only from the mixture containing hydrogen gas but also 

from∞mpounds ofhydrogen. In the former case， the above cell can act as hydrogen gas separator 

and， in the latter， the cell works as an electrolyzer. 

@ @ 

Fig.4 An electrochemical hydrogen pump 

112Hz唱Ir++ e- Ir++ピーー1I2H:/，

2.4 Eectro!yzer and power storage~ Thus， in the 四回ofsteam electrolyzer， hydrogen can be taken 

out from water molecule at the anode of the cell and hydrogen molecules evolve at the cathode as 

shown in Fig.5， which is the inverse principle of a fuel cell. In this case， pure hydrogen gas is 

obtained at the cathode in contrast to the case of oxide ion conductor electrolyzer in which water 

vapor survives at出.eca出ode.Combining the function of fuel cell with that of steam electrolyzer， 

hydrogen prc:対uctionusing e~関部 electric power and power generation using the hydrogen stored 

町e(X溺ible.百1US，proton conductors cell may serve as an essential component of. electric power 

storage station. 
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Fig.5 Principles of steam electrolysis 
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25 Membrane reactors.官官principleof the hydrogen pump can be applied to a kind of membrane 

reactor. As represented in Fig.6， a proton conducting ceramic cell is able to add the hydrogen 

atoms electrochemically to orgβnic compounds (hydrogenation) or remove them 

(dehydrogenation) on sending direct current to it. Dehydrogenation of inorganic compounds such 

出 hydrogensulfide， ch10ride etc. may be戸ssibleand these reactions can be regarded as electrolysis. 

hydrogenation debydro伊 lation

c-c-、;

e ， 1 e e-l t e 

Fig.6 Hydrogenation and dehydrogenation using a proton conductor 

2.6 A steam pump1 A steam pump is one of the modifications of a hydrogen pump. As shown in 

Fig.7， water vapor in air can be electrolyzed at the anode to form protons， which migrate across 

the solid electrolyte to the伺 thodewhere they react with oxygen in air to form water vapor. 

Outwardly， s包amis pumped from the anode to the cathode although the real pumped species are 

not water molecules but hydrogen. 
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Anode 陪O → 2W+ 1!20z + 2e・

白 thode 2H+ + 11202 + 2e-→出O

Fig.7 Principle of steam pump Fig.8 Production of ultra pure water 
using solid electrolytes 

2.7 Deuterium concentrator. Diffe陀 ncesin electrochemical transports of hydrogen and dellterillm 

in this kind of electrochemical cell may be used to concentrate the hydrogen isotope by 

constructing a cascade of the cells. 

2.80thers.. There may be other novel applications of protonics using high temperature proton 

conducting solids. For an example， one can make ultra pure water by using an electrochemical cel1 

composed of both proton conductor and oxide ion conductor as illustrated in Fig.8. Another 

possibility is a proton launcher， the principle ofwhich is illustrated in Fig.9. 

H1 

J Proton beam 
士主 ~H+，ー一一一 ーァ @ 。ア

Metallic electrode Proton conducting ceramic知be

Fig.9 A proton launcher uslng a proton conducting ceramfc. 
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3. PROTON CONDUCTING CERAMICS FOR PROTONICS 

3.1 Requi陀 dproperties for protooicsL Protooics as a techoology requires good protoo cooductiog 

solids which serve as ao electrolyte for electrochemical devices. As described above， high 

temperature type protoo cooductors are desirable for maoy devices. The requiremeots for the 

cooductor are 1) high protoo cooductivity， 2) low electrooic cooductivity， 3) high chemical 

stability at elevated胞mperatures，4) high decompositioo voltage aod 5) good ceramic properties. 

Moreover， sioce the protooic cooductors are used as a thio diaphragm betweeo two phases with 

di百ereothydrogeo activity， they must be deose eoough for preveotiog the permeatioo of hydrogeo 

molecules across them. Although ideal materials have oot yet beeo developed， a series of good 

protoo cooductiog oxide ceramics usable at high temperature has beeo fouod sioce 1981. 

3.2 Protoo cooductiog ceramics& A typical p戸ro叫toocooductiog ceramic SrCeoω」ゆ9SYbO.瓜l

substituted solid solutioo based 00 the perovskit胞e-t旬ypeoxide SrCe03少，i加owhich 5 % of ce are 

詑 Pが，lacαedby yb (Iwahara et a叫1.1981り).Other perovskite-type oxides based 00 SrCe03 or BaCe0 3• 

io which some trivaleot catioos are partially substituted for cerium， are also protooic cooductors 

(Iwahara et a1. 1988， Booaoos et a11991， Slade aod Siogh 1993). The geoeral formula is writteo 

as SrCe1_xMx
03_o: or BaCe1・~X03-O: where M is some rare earth elemeot， x is less thao its upper 

limit of solid solutioo formatioo raoge (usually less thao 0.2) aod αis the oxygeo deficieocy per 

uoit formula. 
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Fig.10 Conductivities of typical proton 

∞nducting perovskite-type oxide ceramics 

under hydrogen gas atmosphere. 
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) τ百T百leceramics of these p戸erovskit胞eか-勾P戸eoxide s叩oli凶ids副olu凶l此凶的tiぬonsexhibit p-type electronic (φhole吋

C∞onduction in an atmoωsph恥er陀ef:合re伐efrom hydrogen or water va叩po引ra叫thigh t胞emp戸erat加ure.However， 

when theya陀 ex[町田dto hydrogen-containing atmosphere at elevated temperatures， the electronic 

conductivity decreases and protonic conduction apf予ears.百leirprotonic conductivities in hydrogen 

atmosphere are of the order of 10-2 ~ 10-3 Scm・1at 1α泊四 6∞。Cas shown in Fig.10.百 eprotonic 

conduction in these oxides has been verified by electrochemical hydrogen transport experiments 

under hydrogen-or water-vapor-containing atmosphere at elevated temperatures. 

After the dis∞very of SrCe0
3
-based protonic conductors， KTa03-based oxide (Lee， Nowick and 

Bouatur 1986) and Y
2
0

3 
(Norby and Kofstad， 1984) ceramics were reported to have protonic 

conduction at high temperatures， although the conductivities were not as high as those of the 

cerate-based perovskite-type oxide ceramics. Some doped zirconates based on CaZr03， SrZr03 

or BaZr0
3 
(Yajima et a1. 1991， 1992， Iwahara et a1. 1993) were also confirmed to exhibit the same 

beha吋oras the above cerates a1though their conductivities were rather low as shown in Fig.10. 

Among the oxides described above， BaCe03-based ceramics show the highest 

conductivity. However， the contribution of oxygen ions to the conduction grows markedly as the 

tem戸m加reis rai田d(Iwahara et a1. 1988， 1993， Bonanos et a11991， Taniguchi et al 1992， Kr陀eu閃I児erじ， 

Sch加1旧Oαne肥er町rand姐dMa討ie肌r，1ω994伶).Although the conductivity 0ぱfS訟rCe03-圃七.

資料

t回r悶an郎sp伊ortnumber of protons is higher than t由ha抗t0ぱfBaCe03-七basedone. The conductivities of 

zir，∞nate-加sedαramiαarelower than those of the cerates， but they尋問 superiorwith respect to 

their chemical and mechanical strength.羽田 ceratesdissolve easi1y in the strong acids. For 

example SrCe0
3
-based ceramics dissolve into concentrated hydrochloric acid liberating ch10rine 

gas (Uchida， Yasuda and Iwahara 1989). However， zirconates hardly react with acid solution and 

血eyare stable against caroon dioxide伊swhich reacts with cerate ceramics below 8∞C to form 

carbonates (Yajima et a11990， 1992). 

R回 ently，Nowick et a1. (1995) have reported a series of new protonic conductors in the complex 

perovskites of the types Az但'B")06and ~(B官'J09in which the A ions are always charged 2+ 

and the B' and B" ions have charges 3+ and 5+ in the former case and 2+ and 5+ in the latter. As 

an example Ba3(CaNb:z}09 exhibi包 aconductivity as high as that of BaCe03-based ceramics. 
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4. PROTONS IN TIIE OXIDES 

τbese oxides are unique solid electrolytes in that they have no host constituents which liberate 

conducting ions (protons).百leoxides take protons from water vapor or hydrogen molecules in 

ambient gas as a resu1t of equilibria with defects in the oxide lattice. In these oxides， doping by 

aliovalent cations is indispensable for the appearance of protonic conduction and gives rise to 

electron holes and oxygen ion vacancies， which play an important role in the formation of protons. 

Defect chemistry for proton formation are schematically shown in Fig.l1. 
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Fig.11 Defect chemistry for proton formation in the oxide 

The studies on the electrical conductivity as a function of the dopant content or partial pressures 

ofwater vapor and oxygen showed that following three equilibria are simul旬neouslyestablished

between the defec臼inthe oxide and the atmosphere (Uchida et a1. 1983) 

K1 

Vo + 1/20;~二士 OÔ + 211 。)
~ 

H
2
0 + 2h":;;:::二土2H'+ 1/20

2 (4) 

~ 
H

2
0 + Vo字 二 土 2H-+ OO (5) 

where， Vo， C:X;， H: h' and K are oxygen vacancy， oxide ion at normallattice site， proton， hole and 

句凶日brium∞m旬nt，respectively， and the relationship between the equi1ibrium constant of each 

equation is expressed as 

~=Kl~ (6) 
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These equilibria have been qualitatively confirmed for SrCe03-based oxides by measl1ring the 

evolution and the absorption of water vapor and/or oxygen on changing their partial pressl1res or 

temperature (Uchida et a1. 1983， 1989， Yajima et a1. 1992). 

百lesolubility of water vapor or hydrogen was studied by several groups reporting comparable 

va1ues (Uchida et a1. 1983， 1989， Yajima et a1. 1992). Figure.12 shows an example in which the 

proton content in SrCeO.95 YbO.0503_0: under wet air was determined from the solubility of water 

vapor measured as a function of temperature and a content of dopant (Y吋imaet a1.1992).百le

∞ntent decreases from 0.03-0.045 proton I unit formula of SrCe0
3 
at 6∞C to less than 0.01 at 

1α刃 C. It is clear from this figure that the content of proton in non-doped oxide is very low 

indicating the indispensability of doping by aliovalent cations. 

Fig.12 Proton concentra百on
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The mobility of protons can be ca1culated from the proton concentration thus obtained and the 

proton conductivity. For SrCeO.9S Ybo・回03-0:ceramic， the values were 2x10-
5
cm

2
s-

1
V

1 
at 6∞'Cand 

2xlσ4cm
2
s・lV1at 9∞・C，and activation energy for proton migration was 0.62 e V which was 

a1most the same as the value of 0.60 e V determined from the temperature dependence of proton 

conductivity (Yajima et a1. 1992). 

The oxide ion vacancy relates directly to proton formation and conduction in SrCe03-based 

conductors (Yajima et a1. 1990).百1USprotons from water molecules dissolve in the oxide and 

behave邸 chargeαrriersto form a proton conductor. A protonated oxide of this kind shows some 

broad IR absorption bands due to OH stretching indicating the existence of somewhat weak OH 
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bond in the oxide (Huang， Ishigame and Shin 1991， Hibino， Mizutani， Yajima and Iwahara 1992， 

Yugami， Shibayama， Hattori and Ishigame， 1995). These bands shift toward small wave number 

on substituting D for H and， accordingly， the conductivity decreases (Iwahara et a1. 1993). 

According to the neutron scattering study by Sata et al(1996)， there exist two equivalent sites for 

proton between adjacent oxygens in the perovskite勾peoxide， one of which can be occupied by 

the proton.官官seresults suggest hopping mechanism ofproton or deuteron changing OH-(or OD-) 

bond one after another， as illustrated in Fig.13.百lismechanism is supported by physical 

phenomena observed in the experiments on quasielastic photo scattering and a hole burning 

experiments (Yugami. Matsuo and Ishigame 1995， Yugami et a1. 1995).百 eenergy required for 

proton movement in the oxide and their isotope effect were recently disc:ussed in detai1 by Kreuer 

o
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Proton migration in a perovskite-type oxide (刊efigures 
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Fig.13 

s. EXPERIMENTS FOR TECHNOLOGICAL PROTONICS 

Technological challenges in the application of high temperature proton conducting ceramics 

批判10戸dby the authors were reviewed in the recent paper (Iwahara， 1995). Some experimental 

resu1ts for technological proto凶岱a陀 intn:対ucedin the fol1owing， in which perovskite-type oxides 

are used as proton conducting solid electrolytes. 

Galvanic由cel1-typehydrogen sensors， steam sensors and hydrocarbon sensors usable at high 

temperature have been fabri伺 tedby way of experiment (Iwahara， 1994).百 eyare essential1y 

based on the principle of hydrogen concentration cell shown in Fig.1.τhe emf signal of the 
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hydrogen gas sensor is a linear function of the logarithm of hydrogen partial pressure in the test 

gas. For the measurement ofhydrogen activity in fused aluminum in the casting process， this type 

of hydrogen sensor has been commercialized by a Japanese company using a CaZrO.J:nO.103.e 

ceramic (Yajima et a1. 1995). 官1issensor may also be applied for other fused metallike zinc or 

copper. 

A laboratory-scale hydrogen fuel α11凶 ngSrCeO.9S YbO.OSu3." ceramic as an electrol yte diaphragm 

worked stably at 8∞~ 1α氾 C(Iwahara et a1. 1983). When this cel1 was discharged， it generated 

water vapor at the cathode at the theoretical rate calculated from Faraday's law indicating that the 

conduction in the electrolyte was protonic. The fuel cells using BaCe03-based ceramic generated 

much higher power than those using SrCe03-basedαramic (Iwahara et al 1988， 1989， 1990， 1993， 

Bonanos et a1. 1991， Taniguchi et a1. 1992). However， they generated water vapor at both 

electrodes suggesting that the conduction in the electrolyte was both protonic and oxide ionic. 

When a hydrogen fuel cell is operated inve悶 ly，this cel1 works as a kind of steam electrolyzer for 

hydrogen production as represented schematically in Fig.5. Figure 14 is an example of the 

experimental results of steam electrolysis using SrCe03-base solid electrolytes. A bench-scale 

steam electrolyzer was fabricated using one end closed ceramic tubes made of SrCeO.9SYbO.OS03.e 

as asolid electrolyte.官官 electrolyzerworked stably at 750 C， and pure and very dry hydrogen 

(dew point < -30.C) could be extracted at the rate of31/h (Iwahara et a11986， 1995)・
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Hydrogen extraction from thermal cracking gas of ethane and hydrogen sulphide at 8∞C have 

been demonstrated in a laboratory scale using a thin disk of SrCeO.9S YbO.OS0 3-a; ceramic as a solid 

electrolyte diaphragm (Iwahara et a1. 1986， 1991). A proton conducting ceramic membrane can 

be used， in principle，ぉanovel chemical reactor for hydrogenation or dehydrogenation of organic 

compounds (Iwahara 1992). Dehydrogenation of ethane has been tried with this method andfound 

to produce ethylene (Hamakawa， Hibino and Iwahara 1994). Dehydrogenative coupling of 

methane to get Ci屯 ompoundshas been studied and observed to enhance the formation of ethane 

and ethylene on sending an electric current to the cell (Hamakawa et al 1993， Chiang Eng， 

Stoukides 1993). 

The steam pump il1ustrated in Fig.7 was experimentally verified to work stably (Iwahara 1995). 

An example of experimental results is represented in Fig.15， in which SrCeO.9SYbO.OS03_a; ceramic 

was used鎚 asolid electrolyte diaphragm. ln this steam pump， an isotope effect was observed， ie. 

light water was pumped more easily than heavy hydrogen. ln the proton conducting 

electrochemical ceU， the behavior of deuterium somewhat differs from that of usual hydrogen due 

to its large difference in their mass (She伽 nand Nowick 1989). This affects both the migration 

of ions in the electrolyte and the electrode reactions， and marked isotope effect in the 

electrochemical reaction can be observed (Hibino et a1. 1993).百 isphenomenon may be applied 

to concentrate heavy hydlOgen. 

6. CONCLUSION 

Technological solid state protonics has not yet been made practicable except a hydrogen sensor. 

However， protoni岱 hasmany戸岱ibi1ities回 shownabove. It may contribute to simplification and 

effectiveness in the technological processes and life systems in future， since the principles of 

proto凶csdevices are simple and easy to apply if appropriate proton conducting ceramics are 

developed. 
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